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This second audiobook in Sarah Mlynowski's charming new series puts a fresh spin on the

Cinderella story! Once upon a time my brother and I found a magic mirror. Tonight the mirror swept

us into Cinderella's fairy tale. Now, we are not messing this story up. No way. Cinderella is going to

marry her prince just like she's supposed to. Uh-oh. Cinderella broke her foot and there's massive

swelling. The glass slipper won't fit, the prince won't know she's the one for him, and they won't live

happily ever after. And it's all our fault! To save the day we'll need to: 1. Learn how to use a dustpan

2. Stay out of jail 3. Find Cinderella a job 4. And make sure true love finds its way. We just have to

get it all done before the clock strikes twelve and the chance for a happy ending is gone...forever!
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My daughter (age 4) and I love these books. I read them to her and we talk about them all the time.

She gets excited about the stories, loves to find ways they are the same as/different from the fairy

tales she knows and she makes predictions about what Abby and Jonah will do next. I LOVE this

one because the Cinderella story gets turned upside down thanks to accidental interference and the

kids have to deal with a heroine who's waiting around to be rescued along with her mean steps and

a fairy godmother who has her own ideas about what happily ever after means.

My daughter loves these books. We read them every night. They are great stories with a fun story

line. I find myself at the edge of my seat waiting for what happens next.



I love this series of books. This is how I became a fan of whatever after. It all started at the Allapata

Flats book fair. My mom had given me 15 $. So I started looking at all the books. Then,after I had

chosen my first book, I still had a little bit more money left. So I looked around,and then this one

book caught my eye. It was called ,"Cold as ice." So I bought that book. I took it on the bus,and as

soon as I got on the bus,I started reading that book. I loved it
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œÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•!!!!:):):):):) So then I asked my mom,"can I please

get some of these books on my kindle?" She said yes,I chose this book,I finished it in one day.

Therefore,I totally recommend this book and every other book in this series.

she read the first book in this series and asked for the rest of it. i have been buying them as they

have been released. she enjoys these very much. very ingenius idea to base this off of the popular

princesses, with a twist because she loves princesses. she said they're very enjoyable and very

entertaining. she can't wait until the next one comes out! great books.

This book gives a fun twist on the classic fairy tale, Cinderella. Along with the first book, Abby and

her brother Jonah mess up a fairy tale, but then find a way to fix it in the end, giving the choice guys

the happy ending they deserve and the bad guys their eventful punishment. I would recommend this

book too one of my friends in Massachusetts named Lila Kenis. This book is funny and happy. It's a

great twist on three all time favorite fairy tales, Cinderella.

My daughter is 10 years old and she LOVED this book because of the "drama, adventure, and

because it will sometimes leave you cliff hanging." She has read book one, two, and three in the

series and just told me, "I need the next one!". My daughter is not easy on authors . . . you have to

be a pretty good writer to keep her interested. This book definitely did that. I was so pleased to find

a good series for her that has consistently kept her interest.

fun book

Another great book to the series. We keep buying because our daughter keeps reading and staying

engaged in reading.
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